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‘Geography is all about the living, 
breathing essence of the world we live 
in. It explains the past, illuminates the 
present and prepares us for the future’ 

Michael Palin  

RGS-IBG President
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Why I love geography –

It starts with landscapes

There are multiple ways into 
geography



Landscape

Awe, beauty, pattern, diversity











The world is amazing – observing 
it is a privilege









Valuing and conserving it is 
essential

For the first time in the world’s history a single species controls its destiny



Understanding it is fundamental -
processes of natural & human change

Himalayas – long term

Scale & time



medium term 



short term

Thresholds & 
recovery



human impact

Nepal
Aid: $ 157m pa mean

Tourists: 500,000 pa 

Exports: $ 830m

National budget: $ 1bn

36% walk 4 hrs in hills to 
reach a road

31% (c. 9m) live on < $1 pd

Remittances:   >$ 1bn

450,000 work overseas



system equilibrium
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Mountains cover 24% of the earth's land surface 
25% of the global population lives in or very near mountains 



Interconnections are inherent
regionally - trans-boundary effects

States flooded 03.07-15.08, 2007

Buriganga river, 04.08.07



The territory size is proportional to the number of international immigrants that live there

www.worldmapper.org

across continents –
migration



globally -
future disequilibrium?

Spatial links 
&  flows



Why geography matters

• Teaches us about our world – its environments, places and 
people

• Helps us understand: 
– our changing world 
– the big issues facing nations and the world
– our place in the world 
– the impacts of our actions

• Fosters spatial, environmental, social and cultural awareness
• Enables us to:

– lead a more enriched life
– be guardians of our future world
– think spatially
– be sought out employees with a good mix of skills

Who we are; where we are; what we do; and our interaction with others



2.6 billion to 6.7 billion 
people

2001: 1.1 bn < $1day -
in extreme poverty

$2,500 to $7,100 pp 
gross world product

30% to 50% urban 
dwellers

Our changing world – 1950-2000s

Life expectancy in India: 37 to 63



Falling poverty levels

but greater disparity…….

the 2.5 billion living on 
less than $2 a day 
account for 5% of 
global income

the richest 10% (0.67bn) 
account for 54% of 
global income



confirmed by economic indicator statistics from the World Bank

Emerging economies



Food production

World grain prodn: 361 m t to 1840 m t 
(247kg pp to 303 kg pp)

Fertiliser use: 5.5 to 23.2 kg pp

EU target for biofuel: 10% 
of transport fuel by 2020



Climate change

0C: 13.99 to 14.58

CO2: 310 to 376 ppmv

Fossil fuel use: 
1666 to 7643 mtoe



• Processes play out in places & 
communities

• Globalisation: local to global 
interconnections more 
important than ever

• Migration, conflict, social 
cohesion and changing 
neighbourhoods

• Global climate change – local 
impacts & vulnerability

• Environmental hazards

• Pressures on natural 
resources: water, food & 
energy security

• Inequality, poverty and global 
recession

• Changing demography, 
changing labour markets

• The changing world order: 
India and China 

• Sustainable futures: the 
interface of society, economy, 
energy and environment 

Informing big issues

What, where, how, why Evidence, context, process, causality



The subject’s USP?

• Being the systematic study of the earth’s surface
• Spanning the physical and human sciences
• Being the spatial science 
• Using mapping as its basic tool
• Being the root of learning in the environmental and 

social sciences
• Informing our everyday lives
• Training in a combination of skills valued by 

employers

Subject matter is constantly evolving; subject is holistic



Bill Clinton

“Geographic information is critical to promote economic 
development, improve our stewardship of natural resources and 
protect the environment.”

“Globalization is not something we can hold off or turn off . .  it is 
the economic equivalent of a force of nature -- like wind or water.”

“Climate change may well be the most profound challenge facing 
young people in the 21st Century.”

Is it geography’s time?



Capacity to inspire!



What/how should we teach

• What do young people need to know, understand  
and be able to do in the 21st century?

• What approach to the curriculum?
• How prescriptive should a curriculum be?
• Does context and core knowledge matter?
• What interface with HE geography?
• Geography’s parity with other subjects?
• The UK example……..



In the 21st century?

Pluses

Technology
Access to information 
Immediate news
Scope of geography

Minuses

A tool, not an end
Quality? Understanding?
Lacks context
Can lack coherence





What approach to the curriculum?

• Knowledge & understanding 
• Facts
• Subject-based 
• Inquiry-based
• Regional /place-based focus
• Issues-led
• What role values?
• Fieldwork?

• Skills
• Concepts
• Integrated learning
• Didactic
• Systematic
• Case studies
• Too political?
• Too risky\costly?



The UK experience

• Law in 1991; mix of lay and professionals on panel 
• Geography statutory but not core (maths, science, 

English) 5-14 
– Themes, space/place, skills given equal 1/3 weight
– Equality of human and physical geography
– Established balance of place-based learning
– Environmental themes more prominent

• Primary statutory status ‘temporarily’ relaxed 1998



The UK experience

• Curriculum review 2005 in context of reduced subject 
focus
– Concepts driven
– Content reduced – too far; prescription lessened
– GIS, climate change & cultural diversity introduced
– Fieldwork assessment significantly changed
– Disjointed review process

• 2010 White Paper signals major curriculum review 
– Geography included within  ‘English baccalaureate’



Geography’s place in the 
curriculum 

POLITICAL



Similarities & differences

• Weighting of knowledge & understanding vs skills
• Extent of key concepts
• Recognition of society and social processes
• Clearly differentiated content in each phase & 

progression
• Depth versus breadth 
• Status of fieldwork



Current challenges

• New political regime – traditionalism based on idea 
of core knowledge

• Geography’s parity with other subjects
• Four nations agendas
• Integrated learning
• Teacher recruitment
• Competition for curriculum time
• Supporting practitioners through more change



What influences Geography’s 
parity?

• Political perceptions - policy
• The science lobby - competition
• History vs geography - understanding
• Support from school leaders – in practice

How well we all get our message across
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University uptake

Applications for Geography and Environmental Science (source UCAS)
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After 20 years of a national 
curriculum

• Geography is popular and 
secure

• But with more competition in 
optional years 

• Geography is on a par with 
history

• Cross curricular opportunities 
increased – citizenship; 
sustainability; cultural diversity 

• Science has adopted parts of 
physical geography

• Too much repetition still – not 
sufficiently clear progression

• Constant change
• Subject to political interference
• At the whim of QCA
• Geography of lesser 

importance
• Teacher fatigue
• Non-specialist teaching up
• Teachers loss of autonomy/de-

skilled ?
• Student experience can lack 

coherence
• Practitioner CPD and 

leadership vital



Building confidence –
supporting professionalism

• Action plan for Geography

• Inspiring young people to take an interest in their world and study geography

• Supporting teaching and learning - resources, advice, networks for teachers

• Demonstrating relevance and employability – case studies, conferences, 
careers advice, ambassadors 

• Recognising: professional accreditation – standards and ongoing professional 
training

• Linking Schools-HE



Action Plan for Geography
(£3.8m) – 2006-2011

• Ambassadors programme 
nationwide

• Resources – online
• CPD – on site, online, and 

local & virtual networks
• Fieldwork advice & guidance
• Professional accreditation & 

joint memberships
• Small projects

90%+ secondary schools aware of 
the APG; 70% use materials 

1200 Ambassador visits to 37,500 
pupils across England in 2010

10,000 weekly users of website 

Boosting geography teaching

www.geographyteachingtoday.org





Online resources

Thematic
• Discovering Antarctica
• Climate4classrooms
• Discovering the Arctic 

Geography in the News
• Topical issue-based resources 
• Over 125 modules for 16-19 
• Access to relevant journal articles
• Challenges 21st Century
• Selected online lectures



Widening participation

• Who Do We Think We Are?
(exploring identity, diversity and 
citizenship)

• Crossing Continents
(with Sikh, Muslim, Chinese and 
African-Caribbean communities)

• Learning and Leading
(fieldwork – school, gap & 
undergraduate)

Date



600 ambassadors 
engage 37,500 school 
pupils per year

Geography ambassadors

Pupils, students

HE Teachers



‘ My son loves geography, but I am telling him 
he needs to do Business Studies to get a good 
job ….’

Name• Raise profile geography: the breadth of 
opportunities, and ‘employability’ of 
geographers

• Study Geography: online environment to 
link schools to HE

• Going places with Geography: case 
studies, Ambassadors, study days

W: www.rgs.org/StudyGeography
W: www.rgs.org/Schools-HE

Careers with geography





A professional accreditation awarded to 
geographers who demonstrate their 
geographical skills and knowledge

• Recognises experience, professionalism 
and commitment to geography 

• Demonstrates ongoing commitment 
to professional development

• Enhances career profile 
• The only internationally / EU recognised 

professional accreditation for geographers

Chartered Geographer (teacher)

W: www.rgs.org/charteredstatus; E: cgeog@rgs.org





• Quality graduates becoming 
subject specialist teachers 

• Role models: Ambassadors –
and careers advice

• Resources for adopting and 
adapting 

• Professional development and 
recognition

• Active subject bodies 

What makes a difference?

Passionate about geography



Making the case / raising the 
profile

School & outdoor learning

Higher education People, society, media

Professional standards

Academic development Policy 

Work

Government

Employability

Field research



‘Opened the Society 
– visually, physically 
and intellectually’



Lord Patten

“I believe passionately in the importance of geography. How 
could you not? 

You can’t talk about any issue – from globalisation and climate 
change to the increasing impact of the shortage or mal-
distribution of resources on security – without having an 
understanding of geography.”

Is it geography’s time?



Perceptions vary



Geospatial technology

• GIS
• GPS
• Google Earth

Underpinning business, 
saving lives and 
locating us

Engaging people with geography



Geospatial technology

• GIS
• GPS
• Google Earth

Underpinning business, 
saving lives and 
locating us

Changes around us

• Climate 
• Natural resources
• Regional development 

Affecting places, local 
economies and quality 
of life

Engaging people with geography



Geospatial technology

• GIS
• GPS
• Google Earth

Underpinning business, 
saving lives and 
locating us

Changes around us

• Climate 
• Natural resources
• Regional development 

Affecting places, local 
economies and quality 
of life

Increasingly visible in our lives 

Personal exploration

• Wonder
• Landscape
• Travel

Our quality of life, 
and our place in the 
world 

Engaging people with geography



Engaging you with the issues facing you today…….



Thought-provoking discussions on geographical issues

LONDON UNDER WATER

DAVE WARDLE Environment Agency
ALEX NICKSON Greater London Authority
ROWAN DOUGLAS  Willis Research Network
Chaired by EVAN DAVIS BBC broadcaster

NATURAL DISASTERS: HOW CAN WE 
IMPROVE?

DAME BARBARA STOCKING Oxfam UK
CAMERON SINCLAIR Architecture for Humanity 
Chaired by MARTIN BELL UNICEF Ambassador

All the talks in the series are freely 
available online, with video 
interviews with key figures, 
articles, guides and up-to-date
news on all the topics. 

@21cc



BRITAIN FROM THE AIR

“All too often, chasing far-away 
places, we forget just what beauty 
we have on our doorstep and just 
how varied Britain is, even today.”

"Our landscapes in Britain tell the 
stories of our heritage, bring alive 
the beauty of our environment, and 
challenge us all to understand the 
changes taking place in our towns 
and cities.”  

Michael Palin, President
Royal Geographical Society (with IBG)



Engaging through landscape



BRITAIN FROM THE AIR
www.rgs.org/bfta

The street gallery



Press statistics
• Launch featured on BBC 

Breakfast, ITV West Country, 
ITV Daybreak; and two radio 
stations

• Featured in all the major 
newspapers often as spreads 
over several whole pages. 

• More than 90 different feature 
reports and articles 

• It was the ‘most read’ and 
‘most shared’ feature on the 
BBC online News homepage 
on the day the audio 
slideshow launched

“I’ve lived in Britain all my life, we grew up here 
and there’s so many things I didn’t know, 
that I’d never seen before...” 

“It’s brilliant that it’s out where the public can 
see it and not tucked away in some 
museum somewhere. People walk past, 
have a look at it, talk about it, I think that’s 
the way art should be…” 

“Education to me is fitting young people to 
become adults and if someone spent a few 
hours going round these pictures as 
youngsters, that would be a good step in
that direction.”

Captured the nation’s imagination



Engaging through maps and mag



www.hiddenjourneys.co.uk

Engaging through travel



61,000 visitors 

“An inspiring and 
revealing exhibition … 
thank you for helping 
me understand my 
cultural roots.”

110,000 online users

Exhibitions shown at 
35 regional venues

Engaging through shared histories

Chinese, East 
African, Afghan 
and Sikh 
communities 



Flooding

Landslides

Subsidence

Geomorphology

Public searches on the web

Flooding

40-50% very interested in 
environmental issues

People are parents



Hanging in there!



Learn how to influence politicians



It raises awareness and understanding of 
the world:

• Cultures & communities:        
diversity & exclusion

• Places & society: 
development & change

• Environments: 
resources & sustainability 

• Interconnectedness:  
in the world’s economies and its 
peoples

Thereby contributing to:

• Cultural tolerance

• Social maturity

• Environmental 
responsibility

• Global citizenship

From community to global scales

Sell, sell, sell geography in 
education – pre May



“North-South dividing line slips southwards as 
recession widens economic gap” The Daily Mail 
25/08/2010

“Climate change predictions must be based on 
evidence, report on IPCC says” The Telegraph 
30/08/2010

“UK faces skills shortages” The Guardian 02/09/2010

“Location, location: Geography’s rural divide” 
Times Educational Supplement 03/10/2010

“UK’s ethnic minority numbers ‘to rise to 20% 
by 2051’” BBC News 13/07/2010

Engage people: demonstrate 
relevance and impact



Raise public status and profile 
geography

• Chartered accreditation 
• Encouraging geographers to own up!
• Geography on the box
• New ways to reach people 
• Being proud of what we do



Conclusions

Geography is a vital part of a broad and 
balanced education

Subject-based teaching and understanding 
that is coherent and is placed in a sound, 
real world context is key

Let’s remember our roots and what inspires 
us about geography

Working together as a community has real 
benefits

Geography’s status can only be helped by 
winning hearts and minds in the wider 
world 

Explore; explain; enthuse



Conclusions

Geography is a vital part of a broad and 
balanced education

Subject-based teaching and understanding 
that is coherent and is placed in a sound, 
real world context is key

Let’s remember our roots and what inspires 
us about geography

Working together as a community has real 
benefits

Geography’s status can only be helped by 
winning hearts and minds in the wider 
world 



Michael Palin

“Geography is the subject that holds the key to our 
future.” 

“To really understand the world you need to get 
under the skin of the people and places. In other 
words, learn about geography. I can't imagine a 
subject more relevant in schools. We'd all be lost 
without it.” 

Is it geography’s time



This lecture is dedicated to Rex Walford 

A dear friend and extraordinary colleague
One of geography’s great champions


